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Make your business stand out and your 
customers happy with a simple, yet 
versatile, solution based on cutting-edge 
technologies incorporating hundreds of 
hours of speech, billions of words, and 
artificial neural networks.

SpeechKit Box

Speech Technologies for Business  



Smart homes
 
Voice control for smart home systems 
and appliances.

SpeechKit Box gives companies of any size an opportunity to:

SpeechKit Box is an enterprise application software based
on proprietary speech recognition technologies developed
by Yandex.

This simple and easy-to-use toolkit allows companies of any size across a wide range  
of industries to quickly implement voice services in their products or create voice 
applications to suit specific needs of their business.

Telephony

Voice self-service, automated inbound
and outbound calling.

Healthcare
 
Automated speech-to-text conversion
during doctor-patient interactions, 
including surgical or other procedures.

Logistics

Interactive voice response for 
automated storage and retrieval 
systems.

Mobile applications

Applications for voice command 
devices. 

Improve competitiveness of 
their products or services

Enhance quality of their services 
and increase loyalty of their 
customers

Reduce costs through 
automation of their business 
processes

Workflow management 

Speech recognition technologies 
integrated with in-house software to 
facilitate document workflow. 

opportunities



Customer support

We provide full customer support to companies 
using, modifying or developing products, services 
or other solutions based on SpeechKit Box.

Technological efficiency

Based on cutting-edge developments in machine 
learning, big data processing and artificial 
neural networks, SpeechKit Box gives you an 
opportunity to take your business to a new level 
by enhancing your products or services with 
qualitatively different voice technology solutions.

Customization

SpeechKit Box’s features can be fully customized 
to solve specific problems or serve specific needs 
of your business.

advantages

SpeechKit Box 

Easy integration

SpeechKit Box can be easily integrated into your
infrastructure via MRCP and HTTP API protocols
on a Linux platform or in a virtual environment.



technologies

SpeechKit Box powers your business with:

Speech recognition Speech synthesis

• Standard language models

•  Russian

•  Standard voices: 2 male, 2 female

•  Specialized lanague models •  Customized  voice

SpeechKit Box is deployed on your servers, which gives you full control of your data.

•  Emotions

• English, Turkish, Russian



Speech recognition is based on acoustic and language modeling using artificial neural
networks. The neural networks that are used for building acoustic and language models 
in SpeechKit solutions are trained on very large data sets provided by a wide range 
of Yandex’s services and applications, which ensures top-quality speech recognition, 
while successfully eliminating external noise.

Speech recognition 

The process of speech recognition is simultaneous to sound 
processing. The result is available in less than one second 
after the acoustic signal has been sounded.

English

SpeechKit Box’s speech recognition technology is currently available for:

Russian Turkish

Word error rate 

short texts geographic search queries  

SpeechKit Box’s speech recognition technology is 
streambased with incremental results. A speaker’s voice is 
processed incrementally starting from the moment they
begin speaking. 

short phrases on any topic 

technologies



Short search queries 

search queries or short phrases (3–5 words)
on any subject

Short messages 

short texts, text messages, notes, comments, etc

address 

addresses, geographic names, company names 
or names of landmarks or institutions

music 

music-related voice interactions (names of songs, 
bands, or artists)

Example:

Example:

Example:Example:

[when’s the next turn]
[connect with the sales department]
[another cup of coffee and two french rolls]
[how’s the weather in Seattle]
[remind me to buy fruits and vegetables on the way home]

[rachmaninoff’s third piano concerto]
[celine dion my heart will go on]

Language models

[few places feel like home. this one is one of them. cozy
and warm, with cups of hot chocolate at any time of day or
night. try lemon and basil flavoured éclair — delicious and
unusual. highly recommended.]

[let’s go oxford street 16]
[how long does it take from eiffel tower to new york]
[show me the way to red square]

Accuracy of voice recognition largely depends on how well a language model matches
the topic of speech. 

SpeechKit Box offers an opportunity to use custom language models to match the 
needs of a specific industry or business. Custom models are based on hypothetical 
search queries and provide better recognition quality compared with standard models.

technologies



Dates

dates, days, years, times

Names

personal names

Online shopping 

words, phrases and terms in the context of
online shopping

[two twelve eighty-five zero six]
[fifty-seven comma fifteen forty-three]

Example: Example:

Example:

[on the second tuesday of the seventh month of the year
two thousand and one]
[twenty-seventh of april nineteen nineteen]

[john doe]
[connect me with nancy]
[speak with jerry lewis]

Example:

[delivery address, fault, to my office, correct, return, 
yes, let’s, let’s have it, to the address, at home, delivery, 
other, order, advice, credit, at the office, i don’t know, it 
isn’t necessary, i cannot confirm, i decline, I don’t want, 
incorrect, no, new email, ok, good, payment, cancel, 
register, mistake, i accept, the product is broken, let’s try, 
myself, I’ll pick it up, pickup, service, warehouse, i agree, 
cooperation, status, i want, i would like to buy]

Numbers

numbers from 0 to 999 and their
combinations, full stop, comma and dash

technologies



Speech synthesis technology converts text to speech, which is particularly useful for 
transcribing the information that is continually changing. 

Based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM),  
SpeechKit Box’s speech synthesis technology 
utilizes statistical approach to acoustic modeling, 
which results in natural, smooth voice intonations.

This technology allows companies to fairly  
quickly synthesize new, emotionally nuanced 
voices for their individual purposes. SpeechKit 
Box offers a choice of kind, angry or neutral, 
male or female voices.

Speech synthesis

technologies



Recommended server processor

Intel® Xeon® E5-2600, 2GHz or above, or any other high 
performance processor with at least: 

- one core for every 10 sessions of speech synthesis;
-  one core for every session of speech recognition for short search queries 

or phrases;
-  one core for every 10-15 sessions of speech recognition for other types of 

language models.

HDD

50Gb or above (100Gb recommended).

RAM

ASR server
4Gb to 32Gb, depending on the type of language model 
and enough to accommodate

the whole thesaurus for each type of language model.
TTS server

8Gb for each language.

With any questions or to order your own SpeechKit Box solution, please contact us at  
sales_speechkit@yandex-team.ru, or give us a call on +7 495 739 7000. 

system requirements


